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Error on Apply Patches
Posted by illanosb - 2012/11/22 16:00
_____________________________________

Dear Friends, 
I install mobile and another extensions on my website. The like another times it complains about some
patches must be apply. So I went to patches and try to apply them but it complains about "one or more
files are missed from security copy. The original file cannot be resolved" Could you help me to resolve
this problem. 
More details on section patches: 
administrator/components/com_mobilejoomla/config.php   
Not OK 

    The routing wrapper is not present in the MASTER mobile joomla config.php file. 

Actions: 

    Add 6 lines containing the routing wrapper to the slave site. 

administrator/components/com_mobilejoomla/admin.mobilejoomla.php   
Not OK 

    The Multi Sites specific "configuration.php" saving for each websites is not present. 

Actions: 

    Replace 6 lines byt 34 lines to save specific configuration.php file for each slave site.

============================================================================

Re: Error on Apply Patches
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/12/05 11:57
_____________________________________

First, JMS should only be installed in the master website and not in the slave site. 
The installation in a slave site is just allowed in case where you would like to propose a service to create
website from the front-end of the slave site. 

If you have the error reported in the "check patches" menu called from a slave site, this is absolutely
normal. You can not convert a slave site into a master website. 

Concerning the "mobile joomla" extension, if the patch can not be installed, perhaps this is due to a
change (revamp) of the mobile joomla extension. 
Please send us a copy of the "mobile joomla" extension in the attachement of an email to review it. 
See our contact us menu for the email address. 
http://www.jms2win.com/en/contact-us
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Re: Error on Apply Patches
Posted by illanosb - 2012/12/06 05:06
_____________________________________

Dear Friends, 
JMS is installed only on Master website and is there where I get the apply patches related with mobile
extension. Maybe is a more recent version I would attach it on email. 
PD: Another thing I send you a question about update our version and still no answer...

============================================================================

Re: Error on Apply Patches
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/12/12 12:36
_____________________________________

Repeat the question on the "update of our version" or clarify it. 
I had replied to all the question. 

I have reviewed the new mobile joomla that you sent to me by email. 
I confirmed that they revamp the code. 

We have implemented a new patch that will be published in the patch definition 1.2.92
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